Introduction.
For each / in some finite interval [a, b] , let ¿(i) be a linear, not necessarily bounded, operator on a fixed Banach space X. We shall be concerned here with the construction of a family { Ut,,}, a^s^t^b, of bounded linear transformations from A to A satisfying the equation (1.1) DtUtjSx= Ait)Ut,,x ixEX)
under the condition U,,¡x = x. Equation (1.1) is the homogeneous equation of evolution. Rather stringent conditions on ¿(/) are necessary in order for (1.1) to hold in the strictest sense. We therefore consider separately the left and right derivatives of Ut,, with respect to t and prove their existence only in a weak sense. Furthermore, in the general case we do not even require that D^ Ut.sX be in the original space X. In Theorem 3.1, we employ an extension A of A which may have values in a larger space.
In [3] , T. Kato proved the existence of the family { Ut,,} under certain regularity conditions on A it). Our method of construction differs considerably from Kato's; it is similar to that of Yosida [7] in the case ¿(f) is independent of i. Our, and Kato's, first condition on ¿(i) is condition 5 of Definition 2.1. If Ait) is independent of t, then this is the only condition needed, as Yosida proved in [7] . The operator £\(0 defined by (2.2) converges strongly to / as X->oo, and the operator Aif)J\it) is a bounded operator for each tE [a, b] and each \>0. We begin by studying (1.1), (or more generally, (2.12) and (2.13)), with ¿(/) replaced by the bounded operator ¿(/)£\(0 and obtain a solution { t/*,} with [/£, = £ As X-► <», U\s converges strongly to a limiting operator which gives the solution to the homogeneous equation of evolution, provided "solution" is suitably interpreted. The properties of the approximating family {t/£s} are investigated in §2; the most general of our results is given in Theorem 3.1 of §3.
A comparison of Theorem 3.1 with Kato's Theorem 2 shows that neither result follows from the other. We impose conditions on both A and A*, whereas his is on A alone. On the other hand, we obtain also the solution of the adjoint evolution equation. We relax slightly Kato's condition that the domain of ¿(¿) be independent of /, although our results in that direction are not general enough to permit application to two important special cases described below.
If X is the space of continuous functions on some interval and ¿(f) is a second order linear differential operator for each tE [a, b] , then the equation of evolution is a parabolic partial differential equation. Kato's theorem, and ours, can be applied to such equations, even in the case that the coefficients have singularities, cf. [6] where Kato's theorem is applied to singular operators of the form (1.2) A(t) = DßWDx(t) + c(-,t)I
where, for each tE [a, b] , ß(t) is a measure, x(t) a monotone function, and c(-, t) a real-valued function. There are, however, interesting special cases of (1.2) which cannot be handled by our theorems. We shall give two illustrations. First, the parabolic equation
under the lateral condition Ux(0, t)=p(t) U(0, t), where p is a given function of t, and the initial condition P(x, 0) =g(x), with g a given element of C[0, » ].
Here, we take X = C[0, oo] ; A (t)f is the restriction of /" to functions with continuous second derivatives and satisfying/'(0) =p(t)f(0). A second example is
where ß(t) gives the point x = t measure 1 and is the Lebesgue measure on Borel sets not containing x=l. The lateral condition is P(0, ¿) = 0 and the initial condition is U(x, 0) =f(x) with/ given in C[0, oo ]. In the first example, the dependence of the domain of A(t) comes from the lateral condition; in the second example, the lateral condition is independent of t, but the measure ct appearing in the equation depends on t. In neither case does the operator A(t) satisfy the entire set of conditions in Theorem 3. We use the notation: 
has the following properties :
The strong right and left derivatives of U}iS satisfy
for all xEX; finally, we have the composition rule The series on the right of (2.7) therefore converges in the uniform norm and satisfies (2.10).
We next prove the equality of the two integrals in (2.9) by induction. The statement is certainly true for n= 1. Now,
(2.18) Thus, if (2.9 ) is true for some », it is true for ra + 1.
We may thus write (2.19) i,,x = e ' x + e I 23 An/x(w)7n_i(«, s)xdu
since the series inside the integrals converges in the uniform norm, uniformly in u and v, respectively.
Upon differentiating (2.19) and using (2.6), we obtain (2.12)- (2.15 This completes the proof of the theorem. We next turn to the operator on A* adjoint to U\,. We shall not make use of the full adjoint, but rather of the following contraction: 
for all y EX"; and
Furthermore, Fx, is continuous in is, t) in the uniform norm, and is the only family, strongly continuous in is, f), satisfying (2.23)-(2.28).
Proof. Referring back to the definition of £/£, in (2.7)-(2.9), we see that Proof. This follows from the strong continuity of U\, and V\, in (s, t), (2.11), (2.24) , and the fact that their right derivatives are the same as those of the integrals in (2.32) and (2.33).
We end this section with some definitions and lemmas concerning the extension A of A mentioned in §1. Definition 2.5. Let A(t) have property S for each t in some finite interval [a, b] on a fixed Banach space X, and let X? = X° be independent of t. We define an operator A(t) with domain in X and range in [Xo ]* by (2.34) {z = J(t)x} <-> lim (y, z -AJ*(t)x) = 0
x->« for all yEX°.
Note that if X is renormed with the equivalent norm of Lemma 2.1, then X is a subspace of [Xo]*.
Lemma 2.4. PAe operator A(t) defined in Definition 2.5 is an extension of A(t) and a contraction of [^4°(i)]*.
Proof. The first statement is obvious, since if xGdmn A(t), then AJ\(t)x -^A(t)x in the norm of X. To prove the second statement, suppose that xGdmn A(t)x; then for yGdmn A°(t), (2.35) (y, J(t)x) = lim (y, AJx(t)x) -lim (Aj\(t)y, x) = (A0(t)y, x), since AJl(t)y->A°(t)y in the norm of Xo. Definition 2.6. We define 3. The theorems. In this section, we prove our most general results about the homogeneous equation of evolution.
Theorem 3.1 (Existence).
For each t in some finite interval [a, b] , let A(t) have property S (Definition 2.1) on a fixed Banach space X, and property L (Definition 2.3) on [a, b] ; let X° = X? (Definition 2.4) be independent of t, and let A°(t) have property L on [a, b] . In addition, suppose that there exists a constant C, independent of s, f, X, and n, such that for all xEdmn A(s), Proof. Let us first state a few consequences of our conditions on ¿(f). Conditions (3.1) and (3.2) imply, in particular, that (3.15) ||¿A(fl*H = C-||i4(j)*|| it = s) whenever xGdmn vl(s), and that (3.16) \\Ajl(s)y\\^C-\\A\í)^\ (t fc t) whenever yGdmn A°(t). Going back to the definitions of U\s in (2.7)-(2.9), and of F£( in (2.22), (2.30), and (2.31), we see that two more consequences of (3.1) and (3.2) are (3.17) \\AUi)U\.x\\ ^C-\\A(s')x\\, whenever xGdmn A(s') for some s'^s; and (3.18) \\Ajl(s)vlty\\ Í C-\\A°(t')y\\, whenever yGdmn .40(i') for some t'^t. Using the identity (2.41), we have for each m>0,X>0 (3.19) ||AJ^t)U\,x\\ = | iT1 -X"1 \-\\AJßAUt)u),,x\\ + \\AUt)u),,x\\.
Thus if xGdmn A(s') for some s'^j, we can combine (3.19) with (3.17) to obtain \\AJ,(t)u\.x\\ = C{2| 1 -m-X_1| + l}-||,4(/)s|| (3.20) = C{3 + 2ß-\-i}\\A(s')x\\.
We have also used here the fact that (3.21) ||.47"(*)x|| =■ 2p from (2.6) and (2.1). Similarly, if yGdmn A°(t') for some t'^t, we have (3.22) \\Ajl(l)v\,ty\\ = C{3 + 2ß-\1} -\\A{)!)y\V
We now turn to the proof of the theorem. We shall show that as X->oo, the operator U\t converges strongly to a limiting operator Ut.$. For X, p>0 we have, Ú | X ' -ß X| • j | iAjlir)v"r,At)y, AUr)Ú,,x) \ dr, using (3.25) . Thus, by (3.17) , (3.18) , and (3.21), we have I iy,JÁD{ U),. -U"t,,}x) | á | X-1 -m_1| -C2-it -5)-||¿£°(í)y|H|¿(s)*|| (3.27) g
whenever t^s, and x£dmn ¿(s). In the notation of Lemma 2.1, we can conclude that (3.28) \\j,ii){lf).. -iï,,}x\\' g 2|X"1-M~1| ■C2-it-s)-\\Ais)x\\-v.
But since ||-||' is equivalent to ||-||, it follows that J,it)UltSx converges as X->«>, in the norm of X, whenever x£dmn ¿(5). This implies convergence for all xEX, since dmn ¿(5) is dense in X, and ||£(f) Ul,\\ g 1. But (3.29) u\, = £(f) U),,x + v^AJXt) u),,x, and by (3.20) , (3.30) \\v~lAJ,it)u\,.x\\ = C(3"_1 + 2X~1)-\\Ais)x\\, whenever x£dmn ¿ is)x. It follows from the convergence of £,(f) U*¿x, (3.29), and (3.30) , that {/£,* converges in the norm of X as X->», for all xEX.
It follows directly from the convergence of Ult.x, (2.10), (2.11), and (2.16) that (3.3)-(3.5) hold.
Next, we prove the strong continuity of £/£, in (f, s Letting X-^oo, we see that (3.32) and (3.33) also hold when U$, is replaced by Ut,,. Since dmn A(s) is dense in X, the strong continuity of Ut,, in (t, s) for t^s follows.
We now establish (3.6) and (3.7), making use of Lemma 2.5. For any yGdmn ^4°(6), we have (3.34) \\Ajl(r)y\\z%C-\\A\b)y\\ (r z% b)
by (3.16) . Hence (2.37) is satisfied with P° = dmn A°(b). We next show that Ut,,xEdmn A(r) for r^t, whenever xGdmn.4(s') for some s'zZs. To accomplish this we must show that AJ\(r)Ut,,x converges weakly (Xo) as X-»00. If yGdmn A"(r) then (3.35) lim (y, AA(r)Ut,,x) = (A°(r)y, Ut,,x).
x-»» Furthermore, interchanging X and it in (3.20) and letting ct->oo, we obtain (3.36) \\AMt)Ut,.x\\ z%3C-\\A(s')x\\, when xGdmn A(s') for some s' ^s. Since dmn .4°(r) is dense in Xo, it follows from (3.36) that the limit on the left of (3.35) must exist for all yEX°, provided xGdmn.4(s') for some s'¡%s. Now all the conditions of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied, with P° = dmn A°(b) and x replaced by P^x, xGdmn A(s') for some s'^s. From this it follows that (3.7) holds. Arguments similar to those used in establishing Lemma 2.5 can be used to show that wk(X°)limAi0 J(t-h) Ut-h,,x exists (in {Xo} *), for iGdmn^(j'), s'^s.
To prove (3.8) and (3.9), we note that (3.37) (y, Ut.,x -x) -j (y, l(r)UT,.x)dr, using (2.32) and letting X-»°°. With the results of the previous paragraph, we may differentiate (3.37) to get (3.8) and (3.9) . Statements (3.10)-(3.12) for V,,t follow directly from its definition. We also note that V..,y = wk(A) lim v),,y, X-»oo for yEX°. It is also easily shown, the arguments being similar to those we have used for Ut." that wk(X)limx..00 Aj\ir)V,,ty exists when r^t, y£dmn ¿°(f') for some t'^t, and that F,,«yGdmn ¿*(r). We thus obtain an integral representation for F,,f from (2.33). The existence of the limits the convergence being uniform for r S*s, whenever xEdmn ¿(a). These arguments are so similar to those we have used before for £/<,, that we do not reproduce the details.
Theorem 3.2 (Uniqueness).
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, fAe family { Ut,,} is the only family of bounded linear transformations from X to X, strongly continuous in t for fixed s, satisfying (3.4) , (3.6)-(3.8) , and the condition (3.41) \\AMt)Ut,,x\\ ^ K-\\Ais')x\\ is'è s) whenever xEdmn ¿(s')> w*tá K a constant independent o/X and x.
Proof. Note that we have proved (3.41) for the family { Ut.,} in (3.36).
If there were a second such family U'tt, then by an argument similar to that used in proving (3.24), we would have for y£dmn ¿°(f), xGdmn ¿(s), (3.42) iy, U't,.x -U).,x) = J* ivl.ty, {Air)-AUr)}U'r,.x)dr = lim f ivl,ty, {AJ.ir) -AJiir)}U'r,.x)dr.
